FEK-20ZH2-K

1. Remove the passenger and driver seats to access the 4 main fender bolts.
2. Remove the right, left and center tail section plastics and disconnect the license plate light and the 2 turn signal
wires located in the rubber boot on the right side of the subframe.
3. Remove the 4 main fender bolts. Support the stock fender assembly with 1 hand while removing the 1 single
Phillips head screw holding the fender in place.
4. Disassemble the stock fender kit and remove the right and left turn signals. Cut the stock license plate light wire
connector off of the stock light leaving 5 inches of extra wire.
5. Install the stock turn signals onto the Graves fender eliminator bracket.
6. Install the Graves license plate light directly under the 4mm hole by removing the sided tape and routing the
wires through the pre-drilled hole. Make sure that your license plate clears the light, you will install this later.
Then connect the stock plate light connector to the Graves plate wires with the solider-less connectors provided,
a small amount of heat is required to seal these connectors. Caution: Before connecting the wire confirm that
the LED power wire is connected with the power lead of the connector and the ground with the ground. LED
lights are directional and will not work when these are reversed.
7. Route the license plate light and turn signal wires through the hole under the fender tail section and reconnect
them. Check to see that plate light and signals are operating correctly before installing the fender eliminator to
the sub frame.
8. Install the fender eliminator to the sub frame using the 4 6x16mm button head screws and the 4 nyloc nuts.
Secure in place and install the license plate
9. Reinstall the tail section parts and the seats in the reverse order that you disassembled them.
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